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INTRODUCTION BY OUR CHAIRMAN

THE GERMAN YMCA - A LOCAL YMCA?

Every two months or so when the Association Programme drops through our
letterboxes we are reminded of the impressive scope and range of our activities.
As our traditional membership among the long-standing resident German
community in London ages, we have steadily broadened the programme for
the younger more transient generation of Germans living and working in London
and in more recent times have rightly turned our attention to the community
around us in the fulfilment of our public benefit mission as a charity. Our Annual
Review encompasses all that we do and I thoroughly commend it to you as a
record of another successful year for the Association, which now ranks as one of
the most important German charities in the UK.

For some years past, and as highlighted last year, the Association has been
expanding its activities in the local community. This has continued throughout
2015 and further projects are already at the planning stage.

We were the surprise beneficiaries at the end of last year of a very generous
legacy from our long-standing member, Hilda Sloane, and I would like to take
this opportunity to publicly acknowledge the gift and our appreciation of it. We
intend to use the annual interest and dividends generated by the capital sum
of £167,855 to fund some local community projects in her memory, with an
emphasis on Music, which was always close to her heart.
You will know from previous years that we have become increasingly concerned
that the current structure of the Association, under which Trustees carry
unlimited liability, is no longer appropriate for an organisation that has an
important commercial interest like the Lancaster Hall Hotel. We believe we
have finally found a way to restructure that avoids the penalties involved in the
previous incorporation proposals. This solution will involve the creation of a new
Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO), with its own Trustees, which will hold
the assets and be responsible for funding the German YMCA. This will otherwise
allow the Association to continue to function as hitherto.
All this requires Charity Commission agreement and considerable administrative
preparation but I very much hope that in the coming months we shall be in a
position to put forward detailed proposals for implementation, as agreed by your
hard-working Committee. I thank them, our loyal staff and our Chief Executive and
General Secretary, Uwe Maynard, for his dedicated and enlightened leadership,
which has ensured that we do not live in the past but are an organisation on
the move.
Dieter Losse, Chairman

Does this change the character of our Association? Are we losing our German
identity? These are valid concerns for our members and I reflect on these below.
We are, and always should remain, the German YMCA in London, serving the
needs of the German-speaking community as we do at present. There is no doubt
about this in my mind; it is our history, identity and culture. But this should not
stop us from also becoming a “local” YMCA for the Bayswater and Paddington
area, a YMCA serving the needs of its community and one where all feel welcome
and able to partake in the programmes we offer. It should also not stop us
from offering the children and young adults in the area a range of after school
activities, be these in the schools themselves such as the Street Dance Club, the
After School Club held on our premises or the musical theatre group “Stars &
Nightingales” which will launch in April 2016.
As part of this process, we are building on our already good relationships with our
local C of E Church, St James’s, and the primary school in Craven Terrace. There
is real opportunity here to develop a fantastic base for all three organisations to
be relevant to the society around us.
A highlight of 2015 was the Summer Family Fair, a community street party held in
Craven Terrace in June, organised by the owners of the Hyde Park Village Nursery.
The event was such a success, with many hundreds of families enjoying a whole
range of activities, and showed that there is a huge potential for getting these
involved. (See next page)
Another event that showed the potential of improving our neighbours’
awareness of our Association was last year’s Christmas Market. A new approach
was developed; we had live music throughout the event (including a choir of
local children), introduced children’s entertainment for most of the afternoon
and opened our bar for “Bratwurst and Prosecco”. Also, and in a departure from
previous years, the money raised was for a specific local project, a donation
towards the Roof Repair Fund for St James’s Church. The effect of the above was
to make the 2015 Christmas Market one of the most successful in recent years,
with many people coming for the first time. We will continue this approach in
future and our 2016 Christmas Market, in addition to providing a traditional
Christmas event for our members, friends and neighbours, will raise money for
the Friends of St Mary’s Hospital.
Uwe Maynard, Chief Executive
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SUMMER FAMILY FAIR - A COMMUNITY STREET PARTY

WEIHNACHTSMARKT - GERMAN CHRISTMAS MARKET - 2015

The Summer Family Fair, the first Street Party to be held in Craven Terrace in
living memory, took place on 20th June. The event itself was not organised by
the Association or its staff but by Frances Preston, the owner of the Hyde Park
Village Nursery located in the basement of the Lancaster Hall Hotel. Although
not strictly an Association event we did, together with the staff of the Lancaster
Hall Hotel, play a leading part in supporting this event, both financially and by
the provision of goods, support staff and various entertainment programmes.

The Weihnachtsmarkt in 2015 was completely different! Started in 1961 by Bernd
and Ilse Hildebrandt who, together with their family, supported the event with
beautiful and original handicrafts for the following 53 years. These handicrafts
were always popular and made the Weihnachtsmarkt a unique event in London
over many years. Unfortunately, 2014 was the last time the Hildebrandt family
was able to support the Association with
these and so a new focus had to be found.

It was also decided this event would be the Members’ Summer Party, in the
past held on a separate occasion. The day started as a mixture of optimism and
pessimism with regards to the weather but our luck was in and the rain held
off until the very end. Many members joined us for the day and together with
neighbours and local families a fantastic time was had by all, particularly the
children.

Over the summer months the Association
staff, together with the management team
of the Lancaster Hall Hotel, discussed how
the Weihnachtsmarkt could be organised
without the “Hildebrandt” handicrafts.
There were various proposals including:
a “handicraft club” where our members
make small things as part of our members’
programme; continuous music throughout the event by various choirs and
musicians; opening the bar to sell “sausages & prosecco”; children’s entertainment
in the Brothers’ Room etc.

The Lancaster Hall Hotel provided traditional grilled German sausages, the queue
was endless for most of the day, and the £555 raised was donated to the St John
and St James school in Craven Terrace. Musical entertainment was provided by a
jazz trio, the Dixie Ticklers, who have entertained our members for many years.
Children from local schools, led by Mr Nana,
performed various “Street Dance” routines
which had been choreographed by the
children themselves.
One of the highlights of the afternoon
was a performance by African Acrobats, a
group of young dancers from Ghana with
the most amazingly flexible bodies most of
us had seen.
The farm animals from Surrey Docks Farm were a fascination for the children.
There were sheep, ponies, chickens and rabbits, all of which could be touched
and petted. For many children this will have
been the first time they have been able to
do this.
Many thanks to Frances and her team for
organising this, we are all looking forward
to the next Street Party on 18th June. Hope
to see you!

By introducing these new elements we
were able to attract a new clientele. Many
local parents came with their families as
their children were in the choir and we also
benefited from the members of the various
adult choirs who performed as they too
came with friends and family.
The result was a great success and the day
was the busiest Weihnachtsmarkt we have had in many years, with many visitors
who had never been before.
Another new approach was to raise funds for a local cause rather than for the
Association’s general funds. The charity chosen for 2015 was the Roof Repair
Fund of St James’s Church in Sussex Gardens, our local C of E congregation. The
profit of £3,314 was donated, (see next page).
THANK YOU
On behalf of the Board of Management, members and staff I would like to thank
Bernd, Ilse, Markus and Martina Hildebrandt for all their support over so many
years. Your family’s efforts have truly been unique.
Dieter Losse, Chairman
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HELPING OTHERS - A SHORT OVERVIEW

A LETTER FROM FR PAUL THOMAS, VICAR OF ST JAMES’S

The Association continues to support other charities and projects by direct
financial aid in the form of grants or reduced rates for the use of our facilities
and by staff supporting the work of these organisations.

Following the Christmas Market which raised money for our local C of E Church
in Sussex Gardens we received the letter below:
When I read the letter which Udo so kindly wrote on behalf of the German YMCA
and hand delivered yesterday, I was quite astonished. So too were members of
the Standing Committee of the Parish Council. This is a most generous gift. I am
thrilled that the German Christmas Market triumphed – it is such a lovely event
bringing the whole neighbourhood together – but I never imagined it would
generate a surplus of quite so much, and that that surplus given to St James’s in
support of our Roof Fund. Please accept our sincere thanks for such a gift. These
funds will be carefully stewarded. Please thank your colleagues and all whose
hard work made the day so successful.
It says a great deal about the spirit and outlook, as well as the vitality, of the
German YMCA that you have done this. Over the last few years we have grown
closer and closer together, and I know from talking with you that you have a
heart and a passion for being involved, making a difference, and reaching out
in imaginative ways to serve the local community. I am delighted at how we are
working together to forward that mission, as it is our passion too at St James’s; I
look forward to our shared endeavours in the near future.

Action Reconciliation Service for Peace (ARSP): A grant of £39,870 in support
of projects undertaken in partnership with other organisations.
Queen Victoria Seamen’s Rest (QVSR): A grant of £2,500 towards the cost of
employing a full-time volunteer.
Street Dance: During the course of the year four local schools and PIP were able
to arrange Street Dance clubs, fully funded by the Association at a cost of £5,535.
St James’s Paddington: A donation of £3,314 towards their roof fund.
German Welfare Council: A grant of £18,000 towards salary and other costs and
by the provision of rent-free office space.
Pastoral Assistants for London East and West: A grant of £7,000 for each
parochial district towards the cost of employing a Pastoral Assistant.
Y Care International: A grant of £2,000 for international youth work.
YMCA England: A grant of £7,831 towards general administrative costs.

With heartfelt thanks to the German YMCA from a grateful Parish Church,

German Synod: A grant of £2,000 towards ongoing costs in addition to the
provision of office space at a nominal rent.

IN THANKFUL MEMORY OF HILDA SLOANE

German Choir London: A grant of £2,000 towards general expenses.

In the autumn of 2015 we received the news that our long-term member Hilda
Sloane had left a substantial legacy to the German YMCA and in January 2016
we received £167,855. This unrestricted gift will become part of our general
reserves and invested with our other funds by Cazenoves. We intend, to identify
the interest accruing to it, around £6,500 per year, to fund community projects
in memory of Hilda Sloane.

German Seamen’s Mission: A grant of £1,000 for general welfare work.

From April 2016 we will launch a new musical theatre group called “Stars &
Nightingales”, for local children from around 8 to 14 years old. They will start to
rehearse “The Pied Piper of Hamelin” and hope to perform this at the Street Party
on Saturday 18th June.
Another project that may be funded by this legacy is a choir at PIP, a local centre
for adults with learning difficulties. It will pay for the services of a music teacher
for one hour each week. They too will perform at the Street Party in June.
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Sutton Coldfield YMCA: A grant of £7,500 towards employing a volunteer and
supporting their summer programme through volunteers.
German Christ Church - London: A grant of £1,100 towards the expenses of
arranging the annual St Martin’s Procession and free accommodation for their
musicians.
Foundation for Young Musicians: A bursary of £5,000 was made to support
students from underprivileged backgrounds.
Other Aid Given: In addition to the above, grants totalling £7,874 were made
during the year to various other charities and organisations. In total, the financial
aid given to others was £119,524 (2014: £96,286)
Volunteers: Our volunteers directly supported a variety of organisations by the
gift of time to support their work.
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AFTERNOON AND EVENING PROGRAMMES
Anglo-German Circle is our longest-running programme with meetings every
week. It offers a wide range of activities including films, games evenings, readings
by members, talks on a variety of subjects, keep fit and many others.
Faith Talk is a series of lectures looking at different aspects of religion and belief.
During the year 6 lectures were held.
Feierabend Club meets twice monthly to watch films in German or English
followed by a members’ social with tea, coffee and biscuits after every
programme.
At Home with Heidi is another highlight in our calendar. Heidi Corbridge invites
members and friends to her home for a Glühwein evening in February and a
superb BBQ in summer.
MUSIC PROGRAMMES
Schubert Society Concerts are run in partnership with the Schubert Society
of Britain. During the year 10 concerts were held, either on Sunday afternoons
or Thursday evenings and a special concert at Charterhouse. They are much
appreciated by members and friends in the local community. The concerts are
of the highest standard and often feature young artists at the beginning of their
careers.
Peter’s Music is presented by our member Peter Stokes every Wednesday and
has become one of our most popular programmes. It allows members to enjoy
good music and an opportunity to socialise afterwards. During the year there
were also 8 “Peter’s Music Live” featuring a range of music and artists.
Voices in Harmony is another firm
favourite, presented by Frank, Terry, Wally
and friends. Guests have the opportunity to
come for a meal beforehand and then go to
the show! Last year they presented 2 shows
with around 120 guests attending each.
They raised £590 for the West London Day
Centre and £800 for Demelza, a children’s
hospice.
LANGUAGE CLASSES
German classes are offered five times a week during term time at various times
and different levels, allowing participants to learn the language and gain an
appreciation of the traditions and culture of Germany.
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English - but different! is aimed at students, au pairs and other young adults
who wish to learn the English language in a fun and informal way, concentrating
on colloquial expressions, slang and idioms as used in our daily communications.
Giving the background to these expressions also introduces the participants to
English culture, history and traditions.
Italian is taught at lower intermediary level by Manuela Massaro, a member who
is a native Italian and offers this programme on a voluntary basis.
AU PAIRS AND YOUNG ADULTS
Au Pair Services are provided for au pairs that are
recruited by the Association and those that come through
other organisations or direct. This includes a variety of
leisure programmes, trips and outings, theatre trips and
the Thursday “Tea Morning”.
The Association offers a unique placement service
that enables prospective au pairs and families to meet
before they commit to each other. This “getting to know
you” has proved very successful over the past years but
now au pairs are also placed directly into families who
communicate via email, phone or Skype.
Au pairs and families are also supported when issues occur, either between the
family and au pair or where an au pair has a problem unconnected with the
family. This support often, but not always, resolves the matter to the satisfaction
of all.
Dare to Differ started as a series of intercultural lectures for au pairs but is now
open to any young adult interested in learning about British law, culture, politics,
education, traditions, social issues and how these subjects compare to those of
Germany.
Lo-Co - London Connection
is the programme organised
and run by our volunteers for
young adults, mainly au pairs,
students and volunteers, who
are in London for relatively
short periods only. The varied
programme is chosen by the
participants themselves with an
emphasis on having fun whilst in
London.
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ADVICE AND CHAPLAINCY

VOLUNTEER PLACEMENT SERVICE - VPS

Chaplaincy support is given to our members and friends by Udo Bauer, the
Association’s Chaplain. He offers counselling and advice and often visits
members, in their homes or hospital, who can no longer travel. If requested he
will give Holy Communion and also conducts funerals for members and their
families. He occasionally helps out with services in the German Congregations.

Our VPS programme, to enable prospective volunteers find suitable projects and
obtain European funding, has become an increasingly important aspect of our
work. The staff involved are now acknowledged by other agencies to be leaders
in this field of expertise, with an in-depth knowledge of international youth
opportunities and funding options. They are often the first suggested point of
contact for anyone looking for a placement. The staff assist other organisations,
particularly YMCAs, in obtaining funding for specific projects.

General Counselling is available for members and visitors to London from our
Programme and Youth Secretaries. They are able to advise on a variety of subjects
including employment, accommodation and personal problems.
GiD - Gespräche in Deutsch is a German-speaking telephone contact service for
any German-speakers who wish to speak in their mother tongue and is primarily
aimed at those who have little opportunity to do so, often lonely, isolated or
housebound.

VPS has placed volunteers from various countries into projects in the UK,
Germany, Spain, Sweden, Malta and Italy, with placements ranging from an arts
project, support for refugees, political education and general youth work.
VPS also arranges for many short-term internships, bringing together prospective
interns and employers.

PROGRAMMES FOR CHILDREN

FUNDRAISING

Struwwelpeter is a chance for parents and children to meet with others in a
German language setting. Meeting every week, 12 to 18 parents make contact
with others who are German-speakers whilst the children play, read stories, sing
and generally have fun.

Christmas Market, as always our busiest fundraising event, with the Market
itself and the Christmas Shop the following week raising £3,314 towards the
roof repair fund of St James’s, Paddington. Our thanks go to our members,
friends and shoppers and
to those who donated
stock, in particular to “The
Sausageman” who donated a
wide range of German meats
and delicatessen produce.

After School Club takes place twice per month during term time. Parents and
children from the local community get together for a variety of activities, with
15 to 20 children participating, and everyone is encouraged to contribute ideas
for future meetings, outings etc.
TRIPS AND OUTINGS

Bring & Buy sales were held
three times and raised £590
for the Friends of St Mary’s
Hospital, £590 for St James’s
roof repair fund and £610 for
PIP.

The 155th Anniversary commenced
with our members and friends
taking breakfast together at the
Lancaster Hall Hotel followed by a
Service of Thanksgiving in St James’s
Paddington. They then enjoyed a
trip to Leeds Castle.

Voices in Harmony raised
£590 for the West London
Day Centre (a homeless service by the Methodist Church) and £800 for Demelza
(a hospice supporting children with terminal illnesses).

Other outings were trips to Stratfordupon-Avon and Eastbourne, a
visit to the Neasden Temple and
watching the dress rehearsal of
“Beating Retreat”.

Skat (a German card game similar to Bridge) evenings took place every month
and raised £343 for the German Welfare Council.
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THE YMCA’S VOLUNTEERS

LANCASTER HALL HOTEL IN 2015

One of the most interesting tasks for us
volunteers, Britta and Luca, was to make a
video about our work at the German YMCA.

2015 was a difficult and disappointing year for the Lancaster Hall Hotel. The
turnover fell from £1,693,200 to £1,685,800, a decrease of £7,400 and was £78,400
below the budget of £1,764,200. This is despite a 5% increase in the room tariffs
from March 2015.

Over two months we filmed not only
ourselves talking about our tasks but also
in a lot of the places we work in. Therefore
we took a camera with us for a whole week
and tried to film as many of our activities as
possible. It was a lot of fun for everybody
involved, especially the students at PIP
enjoyed being in front of the camera.
Afterwards we had to cut and edit our
multiple video clips which was not as easy
as you might imagine it to be. Every cut and
every small visual or audio effect had to be
added manually. We also had to check that
everybody who appeared in the film had
given their permission for the video to be
published.
Although it was a lot of work we are very
satisfied with the outcome and hope that you
enjoy watching the video as much as we did
producing it. Hopefully it will help you and
future volunteers to get a better insight into
what we do!
You can find the video on YouTube by
searching for “European Voluntary Service in
London - German YMCA”.
Britta Campsheide and Luca Daniel,
YMCA Volunteers

The reasons for this decline, which arises from lower occupancy rates, are various,
including the economic climate in Europe and the weakness of the €, the rise
of websites such as AirBnB offering accommodation in private homes and, in
November, the terrorist attacks in Paris leading to a sharp drop in bookings and
many cancellations.
The adjusted trading surplus, however, based on the internal management
accounts, was £355,223, an increase of £20,000 on the previous year as the
expenditure on Repairs and Renewals for 2015 was £88,000 lower than in the
previous year.
The average occupancy for the HOTEL was 83.9%, a decrease of 1.9% compared
to the previous year but, looking back over the past five years, occupancy is
constantly in the mid to high eighties. Given that historically the ratio on a
Sunday is seldom more than 40% the highest realistically achievable ratio is
around 90%. Against this background the results for the past five years may be
considered very satisfactory.
Significantly, the occupancy for December 2015 was 56.8%, down 12% on the
previous year, a direct result of the terrorist attacks in Paris.
The average occupancy for the YOUTH WING was 71.6%, a decrease of 4.0%
compared to the previous year. This decrease is due mainly to the cancellation of
groups in November and December, in particular two large French school groups
who were banned from travelling by the French government.
Altogether 79 groups stayed in the youth wing compared to 96 in 2014 and 87 in
2013. This reduction in group numbers is partly explained above but it has also
become clear that the weakness of the € and the perceived expense of London
in general has reduced the number of schools travelling.
The revenue from the letting of conference rooms was £55,958, an increase of
£11,337 compared to the previous year. This was in part due to the increased
rental income from the basement nursery but even taking this into account there
was an increase of over £4,000 or 9%.
As the major programme of refurbishment draws to a close, the Directors are
convinced that the Hotel remains well placed to continue successfully fulfilling
its primary task of providing the finance required by the German YMCA to carry
out its charitable works.
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IN MEMORIAM

THE GERMAN YMCA IN LONDON

We remember friends and members who passed away during the year.

Although we had several changes, we list here
all members who served throughout or part of the year.

Georg Keilbach died 24 April 2015 aged 77
Erna Robinson died 8 May 2015 aged 90
Hilda Sloane died 7 June 2015 aged 100
Oluwole Domingo Grey-Coker died 10 September 2015 aged 38
“The Lord has sent me to comfort all who mourn.”
Isaiah 61.1-2

A WORD OF THANKS
Although we have already acknowledged with thanks the services of some of our
volunteers, we wish to conclude this report with a “Thank you” to all people who
supported the Association in various ways during the year.
Our thanks therefore go:
•

to our guests from all over the world, for their patronage,

•

to our staff for their important contribution through their services in the Hotel
and for the Association,

•

to individuals in other Organisations, in our Embassies and our Churches, who
work with us in a common cause,

•

to our various professional advisers,

•

to the management of local and German businesses for their donations towards
our fundraising events,

•

to our members and friends for their monetary contributions but, more
importantly for their continued interest in our activities,

•

to all our voluntary helpers, who give generously of their talent and time.
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